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IS THE FED TOO TIMID?MONETARYPOLICYIN AN
UNCERTAIN WORLD
Glenn D. Rudebusch*
Abstract-Estimatesof the Taylorruleusing historicaldatafromthe past
decadeor two suggestthatmonetarypolicy in the U.S. can be characterized as havingreactedin a moderatefashionto outputandinflationgaps.
In contrast,the parametersof optimalTaylorrulesderivedusingempirical
models of the economy often recommendmuch more vigorous policy
responses.This paperattemptsto matchthe historicalpolicy rule with an
optimalpolicy ruleby incorporating
uncertaintyinto the derivationof the
optimalrule and by examiningplausiblevariationsin the policymaker's
model and preferences.

I.

Introduction

HE question that motivates this paper is: How close
was recent monetarypolicy to the behavior recommendedby an optimalpolicy rule?An optimalrule can be
derived with a structuralmodel and a loss function for
policymakers. For example, Rudebusch and Svensson
(1999) used a small empiricalmodel of the U.S. economy
anda loss functionpenalizingoutput,inflation,andinterestratevariabilityto derivethe optimalcoefficientsof a Taylor
rule. A notablefeatureof this optimalTaylorrule was the
large size of the inflationand output-gapresponsecoefficients, which suggestthatthe ideal monetarypolicy behavior by the Fed would be quite responsive to economic
conditions.1A Taylorrule can also be used to model historical monetarypolicy, and empiricalestimatesof such a rule
appearto capturerecentFed behaviorfairlywell. However,
the historicalTaylorruleestimatedusingrecentdataappears
to have relativelylow responsecoefficientsfor outputand
inflation.That is, this estimatedrule demonstratesa more
cautiousadjustmentof the monetarypolicy instrumentthan
is recommendedby the optimalrule.This paperattemptsto
reconcilehistoricaland optimalpolicy rules.
Received for publicationSeptember28, 1999. Revision acceptedfor
publicationJune21, 2000.
* FederalReserveBank of San Francisco.
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Francisco,as well as CharlieEvans, SharonKozicki,FrankSmets, Carl
Walsh, and Ken West. Heather Royer and Niloofar Badie provided
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necessarilyreflectthe views of the FederalReserveBankof SanFrancisco
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1This resultdoes not appearto be uniqueto the particularmodel used
by RudebuschandSvensson.For example,McCallumandNelson (1999)
also obtainedlarge optimalTaylorrule parametersin a very different
model.

Of course, one possibility is that historical monetary
policy cannotbe describedas the outcomeof an economic
optimizationproblem.This resolution,besidescuttingshort
the currentpaper, would seem unsatisfactoryon several
levels. First, although it is hard to fit a stable reaction
functionor rule to the entirepostwarhistoryof U.S. monetarypolicy (Rudebusch,1998), as describedbelow, some
success has been achievedin this regardfor the past decade
or so. Second, recentFed policy and the economicperformanceit has helpedfosterhave garneredbothacademicand
generalacclaim, so it seems likely that some sort of optimumhas been approximated.
Finally,a long-standingprinof
is
economics
that
ciple
any economic behaviorcan be
understoodas a problemin constrainedoptimization,and
this principleshouldapplyto centralbanksas forcefullyas
to the representativefirmor agent.
The obvious avenuefor reconcilingthe historicalpolicy
rule and the optimal rule is to alter the macroeconomic
model or objective functionused in derivingthe latterin
orderto obtaina bettermatchwith real-worldpolicy. With
regardto the objectivefunction,this paperdoes not explore
in any greatdetailpossiblevariationsin the goals postulated
for the centralbank.It maintainsa fairly standardassumption that the Fed is concernedwith minimizing(in a quadraticfashion) outputvariationaroundpotential,inflation
variationarounda target,and interest-ratevolatility.This
paperinstead focuses on the context for decision making
and, in particular,on how the additionof uncertaintyinto
the modelmay alterthe calculationof optimalpolicy.I also
considerthe uncertaintyabout the model used by policymakersand examineplausiblemodel variation.
Especiallysince Brainard(1967), it has been recognized
that uncertainty about model parameterscan produce
smallerresponses,or "stodginess"(Blinder,1998), in optimal policy rules. Indeed, policymakersoften note that
typicallylittle new informationis obtainedbetweenpolicy
meetings (or from quarter to quarter) to justify large
changes in the stance of policy. In particular,uncertainty
aboutthe stateof the economy(datauncertainty)andabout
the trajectoryandresponsivenessof the economy(modelor
parameteruncertainty)appearto weigh heavily on policymakers.For example,at the FederalOpenMarketCommittee (FOMC) meeting on December 16, 1987, a Federal
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ReserveBoardresearchdirector,aftersummarizingthe staff (with the constant term k = r* - (g, - l),r*) seem to
bear this out. At the most rudimentarylevel, a simple
forecast,stated:
least-squaresregressionof equation(2) from 1987:Q4 to
By depictingthese two [forecast]scenarios,I certainly
1996:Q4yields
don't want to suggest that a wide range of other
possibilities doesn't exist. However, I believe both
i,= 0.63 + 1.78 Tt+ 0.82 Yt,+ et,
(3)
scenariosare well within the range of plausibleout(0.10)
(0.22)
(0.86)
comes, and they point up what we perceive to be a
dilemmafor the Committee:namely,given the lags in
where inflationis defined using the GDP chain-weighted
the effect of policy action,an easingor tighteningstep
now,butit isn't clearwhich.This,
price index (denoted P, so wTt= 400(ln P, - In P,_1) and
mightbe appropriate
of course,isn't an unprecedentedproblem,....
iTt =
23=o rt-j), and the output gap is defined with
potential
outputas estimatedby the CongressionalBudget
Similarly, in discussing rules for policy, anotherFed Office
In this regression,the valuesof the estimated
(1995).
researchdirector(Kohn, 1999) notes that membersof the
rule
parameters(namely,g, = 1.78 for the inflationreFOMC"arequite uncertainaboutthe quantitativespecifiand gy = 0.82 for the output response) are just
cationsof the most basic inputsrequiredby most rules and sponse
modelexercises.They have little confidencein estimatesof slightly higher than the 1.5 and 0.5 that Taylor (1993)
the size of the outputgap [or] the level of the naturalor originallyproposed.(Robuststandarderrorsarereportedin
parentheses.)
equilibriumreal interestrate..." (p. 195).
This paperthen is an attemptto reconcilerecommenda- More careful econometricanalysis also supportssuch
tions aboutoptimalpolicy ruleswith actualestimatesof the moderatepolicy responseparameters.A key featureof the
historicalpolicy rule.I largelyfocus on how muchandwhat variousstudiesthatestimateTaylorruleswith the historical
data is that they take accountof the apparentslow adjusttype of uncertaintymustbe addedto the model so thatthe
ment of the actual rate to the level recommendedby the
resultingcalculatedoptimalpolicy rule matchesthe historrule; thus, lagged interest rates are added to the
Taylor
ical one. This reverse engineering is conducted in the
to accountfor the apparentserial correlationin
regression
contextof a Taylorrulefor policy.The next two sectionsset
the
For
e.2
example,JuddandRudebusch(1998) estimatea
the stageby presentingactualhistoricalpolicy-in the form
rule
like equation(2) in the context of an errorTaylor
of estimatedTaylorrules-and the contrastingoptimalTaycorrection
framework
(from 1987:Q3to 1997:Q4)and find
lor rulesderivedwithoutuncertainty.SectionsIV,V, andVI
of
an
inflation
g,, = 1.54 and an outputresponse
response
introduce,in isolation,parameteruncertainty,model varia= 0.99 (with standarderrors of 0.18 and 0.13,
tion, and data uncertainty,respectively,into the derivation of gy
of optimalpolicy. Section VII combines various types of respectively).Similarly,withclosely relateddynamicTaylor
rulespecifications,Kozicki(1999) estimatesg, = 1.42 and
uncertainty,and section VIII concludes.
gy = 0.49 (from 1983 to 1997), and Clarida,Gali, and
Gertler(2000) estimateg, = 2.02 and gy = 0.99 (from
II. HistoricalEstimatesof the Policy Rule
1982:Q4to 1996:Q4).
As a rough benchmarkthen, the historicalestimatesof
Taylor(1993) proposeda simple rule for monetarypolU.S.
monetarypolicy duringthe late 1980s and the 1990s
icy:
suggestthatpolicy canbe broadlydescribedby a Taylorrule
with
a g, in the rangeof 1.4 to 2.0 and a gy in the rangeof
it = r* - 0.57r* + 1.5lTt+ 0.5y,,
(1)
0.5 to 1.0. This paperwill attemptto finda controlproblem
where i, is the quarterlyaveragefederal funds rate at an that producesan optimalTaylorrule with responsecoefficients in these ranges.The next sectionconsidersthis issue
annualrate in percent;
undercertainty.
iii is the four-quarter
inflationrate in percent;
Ytis the percentgap between actualreal GDP (Q,) and
potentialreal GDP (Qt), that is, 100(Qt -Qt)/Q*;
III. OptimalPolicy Under Certainty
r* is the equilibriumreal interest-ratein percent;and
'Tr*is the inflation target.

As a descriptiverule,Taylor(1993, 1999) arguedthatthe A. An EmpiricalModel of Outputand Inflation

rule (1), with r* = fT* = 2.0, seemed to capture some

The optimalpolicy rules in this paper are derivedin a
importantfactorsinfluencingmonetarypolicy and the genmodel of outputand inflation:
simple
eral stanceof policy fromthe mid-1980sonward.(Also see
Juddand Rudebusch(1998).)
2 The size of the estimated coefficient on the
lagged interest rate is often
Actualestimatesof a generalizedTaylorrule of the form
it = k + gffTt + gyyt,

quite large-on the order of 0.8-however,
cussed in detail in Rudebusch (2000b)-such
is open to interpretation.

as noted below-and disestimated lagged dynamics
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These equationswere estimatedindividuallyby OLS.3The
(4) hypothesisthat the sum of the lag coefficientsof inflation
+ t41Trtt-4 + otyYt- + ?t
equals 1 had a p-value of 0.48, so this restrictionwas
imposedin estimation.Thus,this is an accelerationistform
+
of the Phillips curve, which implies a long-run vertical
Yt = P
PylYt-l + 3y2Yt-2
(5)
Phillipscurve. (This is reconsideredin SectionVI.) The fit
+ llt,
I --_t-1)Tr_i^-)^
-r(tand dynamicsof this model comparefavorablyto an unrestrictedVAR. Indeed, the model can be interpretedas a
withi7t- equalto the four-quarter
averagefederalfundsrate restrictedVAR,in which the restrictions
imposedare not at
( 24=, it-j), and the other variables defined as above.
odds with the data as judged, for example, with standard
The firstequationis a Phillipscurvethatrelatesinflation
model informationcriteria.(See Rudebuschand Svensson
to a lagged output gap and to lags of inflation, which
(1999).)
representan autoregressiveor adaptiveform of inflation
In addition,the model appearsto be stable over various
expectations.The secondequationis an IS curvethatrelates
which is an importantconditionfor drawing
subsamples,
the outputgap to its own lags andto the differencebetween
inference.With a backward-lookingmodel, the Lucas crithe averagefundsrateand averageinflationover the previwith particularforce, so it is importantto
ous four quarters-an approximateex post real rate. As tique may apply
historical
its
importancewith econometricstability
describedby RudebuschandSvensson(1999, 2000), the use gauge
tests (Oliner,Rudebusch,and Sichel, 1996). For example,
of this model can be motivatedby a variety of considerconsidera stabilitytest fromAndrews(1993):the maximum
ations.In particular,althoughits simple structurefacilitates
value of the likelihood-ratiotest statistic for structural
the productionof benchmarkresults, this model also apstabilityover all possiblebreakpointsin the middle70% of
pears to roughlycapturethe views about the dynamicsof the
sample.For our estimatedinflationequation,the maxithe economyheld by some monetarypolicymakers,includmum likelihood-ratiotest statisticis 10.89 (in 1972:3),and
ing Federal Reserve GovernorMeyer (1997) and former the 10%critical value is 14.31 (from table 1 in Andrews
FederalReserveVice-ChairmanBlinder(1998). This point
for the outputequation,the maximum
(1993)).
is fundamentalto my analysis,which is predicatedon the statisticisSimilarly,
11.51 (in 1982:4), and the 10%criticalvalue is
assumptionthatpolicymakersactedin an optimalmanner.If 12.27. However,it shouldbe notedthatthe Lucascritiqueis
I find an optimal policy rule for a particularmodel that
which analyzes a
less of an issue for this
matches the historical policy rule, this result is surely arguably that tries to matchthe paper,
historical
rule
policy regime,
undercutif policymakersbelievedthatthey wereoptimizing policy
than for the typicalpolicy evaluationexercise (Rudebusch
in a completelydifferentmodel.
andSvensson,1999), whichanalyzespolicy rulesthatdiffer
The empiricalfit of the model is also quite good. The from the historical
regime.
estimated equations, using the sample period 1961:1 to
note thatit is useful to rewritethe IS curve as
Finally,
1996:4, are shown below. (Coefficientstandarderrorsare
given in parentheses,andthe standarderrorof the residuals
Yt = iylYt- + 3y2Yt-2
and Durbin-Watsonstatisticsare reported.)
(8)
+ t,(8)
-- Pr(t-I
i-I - r*)
T, =

+ ar2rt-2

o0 + OalITT-1

+

1t3,Tt-3

- 0.08rt-2
iT, = 0.08 + 0.67irr_l

(0.09) (0.08)

where r* = Po/Pr is the equilibrium real rate relevant for

(0.10)

+ 0.29'r,t3 + 0.12'rt-4

(0.10)

(0.08)

+ 0.15y,-1, + et,

(6)

(0.03)
c = 1.007,
y,=

DW= 1.99,

0.19 + 1.17yt-_ - 0.27yt-2

(0.10) (0.08)
- 0.09(t-i

- -,t-)

(0.08)
+

(0.03)
cr = 0.822,

the constantterm (k) of the Taylorrule (2). Empirically,a
(nonlinear)least-squaresregressionof equation(8) yields
r* = 2.21 with a coefficient standarderrorof 0.80. (Of
course, nothing else about the regression equation (7)
changes.)This pointestimateof the equilibriumreal rateis
the
used as the constanttermin theTaylorrule;furthermore,
standarderrorof this coefficientwill be useful in analyzing
the effect of uncertaintyaboutthe equilibriumreal rate on
the performanceof the Taylorrule.

DW = 2.09.

,

(7)

3 Thesecoefficientestimatesdifferslightlyfromthosein Rudebuschand
Svensson (1999) because of a slightly longer sample and revised data.
Also, almostidenticalparameterestimateswereobtainedby SUR andby
of the errorsis essensystem ML methodsbecausethe cross-correlation
tially zero.
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TABLE1.-BASELINERESULTS
WITH
NO UNCERTAINTY
Volatility Results

Rule Parameters
gy

gi

Std [i-T]

Std [yt]

Expected Loss

Panel A. Historical Estimated Rule: i, = k + g,rTt +
0.82

1.78
2.83
2.30
3.22
3.59
1.96

1.63
2.19
1.33
2.68
0.65

2.87

1.80
-

2.59

1.61

2.96

2.20

v

Loss

1

0.5

14.05

1
4
0.25
1
1

0.5
0.5
0.5
0.1
5

11.23
23.77
7.15
9.34
17.59

+ pit-I
1

0.5

11.21

0.5

11.00

0.5

13.01

Std [Ait]

A
gyyt

0.97

Panel B. Optimal Taylor Rule: it = k + g,rt + gyyt
2.22
1.80
2.16
1.93
2.19
2.54
2.52
1.72
2.02
1.97
2.15
2.88
2.75
2.38
0.93
Panel C. Optimal Dynamic Rule: it = (1 - p)(k + g,it, + gyyt)
1.74
2.24
2.17

Panel D. OptimalUnrestrictedRule
1.72
1
2.23
2.13
Panel E. Optimal Lagged Rule: it = k + g,rr't-l + gyyt-i
1.78
1
2.42
2.36

The optimal inflation-and output-responseparametersare given in the first two columns. The associated standarddeviations are given in the next three columns. The final column gives the associated loss, and
X and v are the weights on output and interest-ratevolatility in the loss function.

estimate from equation (8).6) Assuming that h = 1 and v =
0.5, the expected loss is evaluated at 14.05. This is substanDeriving the optimal monetary policy rule for equation tially more than the optimal
Taylor rule of form (2). As
(6) and (7) requires an objective function, and I use one that shown in the first line of
panel B, the optimal Taylor rule
is fairly standardin the literature(Rudebusch and Svensson,
when X = 1 and v = 0.5 has g, = 2.83 and gy = 1.63.
1999). The central bank is assumed to minimize the varia- This much more
vigorous rule provides substantially less
tion in inflation around its target r*, in the output gap, and
loss
through better inflation control. The essence
in changes in the interest rate. Specifically, expected loss expected
of this paper is an attempt to reconcile these first two lines.
equals the weighted sum of unconditional variances,
One way to reconcile the historical and optimal results is
to
consider different weightings of the goal variables in the
E[L,] = Var[r - *]
loss function. The baseline loss function in this paper, with
(9)
+ X Var [y] + v Var [Ai,
X = 1 and v = 0.5, penalizes equally a 1% output gap, a one
inflation gap, and a 1.4 percentage point
where Ait = i, - it-, and the parameters >- 0 and v > percentage point
in the funds rate. These weights seem
0 are the relative weights on output stabilization and inter- quarterly change
but the rest of panel B in table 1 presents optimal
est-rate smoothing, respectively, with respect to inflation plausible,
rules for four other sets of preferences over goals.
Taylor
stabilization.4
These include two cases in which output variability is much
Table 1 provides a variety of results assuming no uncermore costly (K = 4, v = 0.5) and much less costly (k =
tainty.5 Panel A shows the results for the estimated Taylor 0.25, v =
0.5) than inflation variability. They also include
rule (3) with g, = 1.78 and gy = 0.82 (which are taken as
two cases in which the variability of nominal interest rate
representative of the range of historical estimates). This rule
is not very costly (K = 1, v = 0.1) and is quite
when coupled with model (6) and (7) produces Std[Tit] = changes =
costly (K 1, v = 5). In the first three cases, the resulting
2.96, Std[yt] = 2.20, and Std[Ait] = 0.97. (For these
rule parametersare, taken together, no closer
results and those below, vr*= 0; thus, k = r* = 2.21, the optimal Taylor
to those of the historical estimated Taylor rule than with the
baseline loss function. Most importantly,varying the impor4 Alternative preferences are a possibility. For example, policymaker
tance of output stabilization relative to inflation stabilization
preferences may be asymmetric with regard to outcomes, perhaps leading
to the opportunistic behavior described by Bomfim and Rudebusch over a wide range does not provide a reconciliation between
(2000).
the optimal and historical rules.
5 All the results in this
paperare obtainedby simulatingthe relevant
In contrast, as shown in the final line of panel B, with a
~
model with e, N(0, (r2)and l,
N(0, CT2).The g, andgy parameters
of the optimalTaylorrule are obtainedvia a grid search.Specifically,a very strong interest-rate smoothing motive (K = 1, v = 5),
simulationof 100,000 observationsis formedfor each candidateTaylor the optimal rule does fairly closely match the historical
B. The Optimal TaylorRule

rule,andtheoptimalone is chosen.In thecase of table1, identicaloptimal
were obtainedwith
parameterresults(to withinone- or two-hundredths)
6The numerical value of ir* has no implications for the results, which
the analyticalmethodologydescribedby RudebuschandSvensson(1999).
A simulationmethod is employed in this paper to easily allow the are based on second moments in a linear model. On the related issue of a
of various(oftennonstandard)
types of uncertaintyinto the nonnegativity constraint on nominal interest rates, see Rudebusch and
incorporation
Svensson(1999).
model.
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one.7 This is one possible resolution to the problem addressed in this paper (namely, that the Fed responds modestly to output and inflation gaps because it prefers not to
make large changes in the funds rate). This central-bank
utility-function resolution is not, however, a completely
satisfying one, because the desire for smooth interest rates is
difficult to motivate (Rudebusch, 1995; Woodford, 1999).
Thus, the subsequent analysis focuses on adding uncertainty
to reconcile optimal and historical policy.
One might argue that conducting the analysis of this
paper with a Taylor rule might impose a straitjacket that
distorts the results. In this regard, it should be noted that the
Taylor rule has captured the attention of some monetary
policymakers as a useful simple summary rule for policy
(Meyer, 1998). Still, the remainderof table 1 examines three
different policy rules as a check on the robustness of the
results.
The first alternative is the partial adjustment form of the
Taylor rule
it = (1 - p)(k + g,i,t + gyt) + pit-l,

(10)

which adds the lagged level of the interest rate as a third
argument. As shown in panel C, the optimal form of this
dynamic Taylor rule also displays relatively high output and
inflation response coefficients (the optimal g, = 2.87, gy =
1.80, and p = 0.18). The values of the loss functions for the
optimal Taylor rule and dynamic Taylor rule-which are
11.23 and 11.21, respectively-are essentially indistinguishable. Indeed, none of the empirical results in this table or in
the subsequent tables in this paper change qualitatively with
the use of a dynamic Taylor rule. (Some of these alternative
results are given in appendix A.)
Panel D goes further to consider the fully optimal policy
rule for this model, which for K = 1 and v = 0.5 has the
form

i, = 0.86iTr + 0.31n-_l + 0.38ft,-2
+ 0.13rt_-3 + 1.34yt - 0.36yt-_ + 0.50it,
- 0.06it2 - 0.03it-3.
As noted by Rudebusch and Svensson (1999), the Taylor
rule (with two arguments) comes close to matching this
unrestricted rule (with all nine state variables as arguments)
by setting the first four parameters equal to 0.68 (that is,
g/4), the Yt parameter equal to 1.57, and the other parameters equal to 0. The value of the loss function for the fully
optimal rule is 11.00, only slightly less than for the optimal
Taylor rule.
Finally, another common criticism of central-bank rules
such as equation (2) is that they assume too much informa-
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tion to be plausibly implemented in real time by policymakers. Thus, some have suggested that a policy rule with only
lagged information is more appropriate(McCallum, 1998).
However, as shown in panel E, the results for the optimal
Taylor rule with lagged arguments are little different from
those for contemporaneous arguments. Most significantly,
the optimal lagged-rule coefficients are no nearer to the
historical estimates than are those of the optimal contemporaneous rule. Still, the issue of data uncertainty is reconsidered in section VI.
IV.

Optimal Policy with Parameter Uncertainty

Parameteruncertainty is probably the obvious element to
include in an attempt to produce an optimal policy rule that
matches a cautious historical one. Ever since the classic
Brainard (1967) analysis, uncertainty about the quantitative
impact of policy and the dynamics of the economy has been
widely cited as a rationale for damped policy action. Svensson (1999) and Estrella and Mishkin (1999) provide recent
illustrative theoretical analyses that demonstrate the "less
activist" nature of optimal policy under model parameter
uncertainty.Specifically, in the context of models similar to
equation (4) and (5), they show that uncertainty about Br,
which gauges the interest rate sensitivity of the economy,
will cause the policymaker to be more cautious. In the
general case, though, as Chow (1975, ch. 10) makes clear,
almost nothing can be said even qualitatively about how the
optimal rule under model uncertainty changes relative to the
optimal rule under certainty. For example, the optimal
policy-response parameters are not necessarily reduced in
the presence of uncertainty about several parameters.Thus,
quantitative answers are required; however, until very recently, there has been a surprising lack of empirical analysis
on this topic.8
A general approach to the calculation of optimal policy
with model uncertainty is to calculate the optimal policy
separately for each of the possible individual models and
then obtain a globally optimal policy by combining these
individual optimal policies using the relative model likelihoods. (See the discussion by Stock (1999).) As noted by
Brainard (1967), this one calculation can be given two
different interpretations. In the first interpretation, there is
one true model, but the policymaker is uncertain what it is
and has a probability distribution over possible models. In
the other interpretation,the actual generating process for the
data varies over time according to a probability distribution
over possible models. The results in this section are naturally viewed from this second, time-varying model perspective, which has a long history in policy discussions (Fischer
and Cooper, 1973). Specifically, in order to determine the
optimal Taylor rule with model-parameter uncertainty, I

7 The loss functionwith X = 1 and v = 5 implies thatthe policymaker
8Recent analyses availableat the time of the first draftof this paper
considersan outputgap of one percentagepointor an inflationgap of one
percentagepoint as distastefulas a 44 basis pointchangein the quarterly includedEstrellaand Mishkin(1999) and Sack (1998). The subsequent
flood of papersis describedbelow.
averagefundsrate.
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PARAMETER
UNCERTAINTY
TABLE
2.-OPTIMALTAYLOR
RULESWITH
Type of
Uncertainty

FIFTEEN-YEAR
SAMPLES

Rule Parameters
gy

gy

Expected
Loss

Panel A. No Uncertainty
2.83
1.63

None

FIGURE 1.-SEQUENTIAL PARAMETER
ESTIMATESFROMROLLING

Panel B. Uncertaintyabout a Single Parameter
2.81
1.60
2(p3r)
4 ?o2()
2.73
1.57
2.83
1.63
c2(r*)
4 - c2(r*)
1.63
2.83
2.87
1.73
r2(Pr), 16Q
2.83
1.69
r2(r*), 16Q

PanelA. Estimatesof pr (InterestRateSensitivity)

11.23
11.42
11.82
11.28
12.16
12.25
11.44

Panel C. Uncertaintyabout All Parameters
Var-Cov
4* Var-Cov
Var-Cov, 16Q

2.77
2.63
2.91

1.60
1.52
1.82

11.60
13.33
14.20

All parameteruncertaintyis normallydistributedwith a standarderrorequal to or double the estimated
standarderror.Parameterschange every sixteen quartersin the "16Q"cases and every quarterotherwise.

simulate the model with different types of parameter variation over time. I assume that the policymaker faces an
economy like equation (6) and (7) on average but that, in
any given quarter, the coefficients may take on a random
value. The policymaker has to choose the gr and gy parameters of the Taylor rule (2) so that the loss function (9) is
minimized in the presence of this parameter uncertainty.9
The results are shown in table 2. For comparison, the row
in panel A displays the results under certainty. Then, panel
B provides some initial results assuming uncertainty about
only one parameter. The first line considers uncertainty
about [3r (in equation (5)), which is a key parameter in the
earlier theoretical work described above. I assume that the
policymaker faces an economy like equation (6) and (7)
except that each quarter the coefficient 3r takes on a
different value, which is randomly drawn from a normal
distribution with the least-squares estimated mean of 0.09
and estimated standarderror of 0.03. (Under the first interpretation given above, this uncertainty can be considered
estimation or sampling uncertainty.) Relative to the certainty case, the quantitative effect of this parameter uncertainty is negligible. As shown in the line labeled "o2(,3r),"
the optimal inflation and output response parametersfor this
case, g, = 2.81 and gy = 1.60, are essentially the same as
under certainty. Clearly, sampling uncertainty is not nearly
enough, so in the second line of panel B (denoted "4 *
2(,3r)"), I add much more variation by drawing the ,rfrom
a normal distributionwith four times the estimated variance.
Although in this case there is a more notable reduction in
the rule coefficients, it is still economically insignificant.
Uncertainty about another single parameter has also attracted some attention in considering the implementation of
the Taylor rule. As noted in the introduction, uncertainty
9For my basic simulation methodology, in each period t, one or more
new coefficients are drawn to generate y, and Trron the basis of lagged
data, and it is formed according to a candidate Taylor rule. Such a
simulation (with 100,000 observations) is repeated over a grid of candidate Taylor rules, and the optimal one is chosen based on the variances.
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about r*-the equilibrium real rate of interest-seems important for policymakers. If r* were overestimated by a
percentage point, then the interest rate in equation (2) would
be set too high by a similar amount (through the constant
term). This type of model-parameter uncertainty, however,
is benign. As shown in the middle of panel B, period-byperiod uncertainty about r*, at any level of variance, has no
effect on the optimal Taylor rule parameters.10This is not
surprising because theoretically increased uncertainty about
r* in equation (8) is equivalent to increased uncertainty
about Po in equation (5), which is equivalent to added
variation in the error ?,, and altering the variance of the
residuals of the structural equations will not change the
parameters of the optimal rule.
As another case, I also consider persistent parameter
shifts. The most plausible form of parameter uncertainty
may not be the quarter-by-quarter,i.i.d. random draw of
coefficients, in which a policymaker may face a Pr that is
unusually high one quarter and quite low the next. Instead,
as a more plausible case, there may be changes in parameter
values that endure for some time. In the extreme case,
considered by Stock (1999), the policymaker faces one-shot
uncertainty and must choose Taylor rule parameters once
and for all in the face of an uncertain (and worst-case
scenario) Pr that will then be fixed once and for all. A less
extreme case is suggested by figure 1, which provides
10The simulation experiment conducted here assumes that the policymaker uses the estimated mean value of r* in the Taylor rule but faces an
IS curve (8) in which r* is changed each period.
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subsample estimates of 3r and ay (from sequential estimates
of equation (5) and (6)). These rolling coefficient estimates
are based on successive fifteen-year subsamples of data,
with the estimates shown on the last quarter of their associated estimation subsample. (For example, the ac estimate
of about 0.20 in 1984:Q4 is estimated over a sample from
1970:Q1 to 1984:Q4.) The full-sample estimates are shown
as dotted lines. If policymakers use such restricted windows
to discern the changing structureof the economy, they may
uncover sluggish fluctuations in the parameterestimates. In
this spirit, the last two lines of panel B consider a case in
which the ,r and r* are redrawnonly every sixteen quarters.
Such persistent shifts appear if anything to push the optimal
Taylor rule coefficients higher, which is consistent with
Stock's (1999) results. In this model, if 13r is quite low, the
system borders on dynamic instability. This instability is
highlighted when the parameters shift infrequently, because
a sustained bad parameterdraw could allow the economy to
be driven quite far from its targets, so high response coefficients are required to mitigate the instability.1
Finally, panel C in table 2 provides the results under
uncertainty about all of the coefficients of the model. In this
case, period-by-period parameter uncertainty again leads to
some reduction in the optimal Taylor rule coefficients,
whereas more-persistent parameter shifts tend to push the
optimal rule parameters higher. Overall, however, the
changes in the optimal rule in table 2 are quite modest, so
this type of model uncertainty does not appear to be a likely
rationale for lowering the optimal Taylor rule coefficients
within this framework.
This conclusion accords with much, but not all, of the
most recent research on parameter uncertainty. The differences among the various studies appear to stem from
whether the models and rules employed are tightly or
loosely parameterized. In particular, research that uses either a parsimoniously parameterized structural model or
policy rule appears to find that parameteruncertainty is not
an important source of policy-response attenuation. Notably, in the analysis above-as well as in Estrella and
Mishkin (1999) and Peersman and Smets (1999)-with a
parsimonious structuralmodel and a simple rule, there is no
significant attenuation of the rule parameters. Similarly, no
attenuation results are obtained with a parsimonious model
and a many-parameter unrestricted rule in Peersman and
Smets (1999), Shuetrim and Thompson (1999), and Debelle
and Cagliarini (1999). Finally, in other preliminary work, it
appears that the converse combination of an unrestricted
VAR model with a simple rule also provides no significant
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change in the rule coefficients with parameter uncertainty.
Indeed, the only research that reports finding some attenuation in policy-response parameterare those studies, such as
Sack (2000), Salmon and Martin (1999), and Soderstrom
(1999), that use an unrestricted VAR together with a manyparameter unrestricted policy rule. A plausible explanation
for this last set of results is that an optimized unrestricted
policy rule tends to have coefficients that are overly attuned
to the random idiosyncracies in the estimated coefficients of
a VAR. For example, a spuriously marginally significant
estimated coefficient on some lag of a particularvariable in
the VAR likely induces some outlier among the optimal rule
parameters. In this case, recognizing the VAR coefficient
uncertainty helps damp such rule parameters. Such a result,
however, may well be of limited interest to policymakers.
V.

Model Perturbation

In the previous section, I examined optimal policy given
uncertainty about the future values of model parameters in
the context of known parameter first moments. Thus, in
section IV, the policymaker knew that the model equations
(6) and (7) were true on average on an ex ante basis, but the
policymaker was uncertain about the values of the parameters in any particular quarter. This section reexamines
optimal policy under various perturbations of the baseline
model. Under one interpretation, this is the analog to the
variation in preference parametersconsidered in table 1, and
changes to the rule induced by perturbations to the model
provide, in essence, an important robustness check on the
results in section III. However, there may be good reasons
to consider the case in which a policymaker believes that the
parametersof the model, even on average, may be different
from the least-squares estimates in equation (6) and (7).
Such uncertainty would not be too surprising (S6derstrom,
1999). The model (4) and (5) is quite simple and certainly
misspecified-for example, with omitted variables-and it
is quite possible that the resulting least-squares estimates
are biased. Alternatively, policymakers may have a very
different idea of, say, the interest-rate sensitivity of the
economy based on more detailed estimated models or other
information. To examine the effects of such model uncertainty-or, more precisely, the uncertainty about the mean
parameters of a given model-I explore the optimal Taylor
rule over a range of parameters for the model (4) and (5).12
I perturb the model over four different dimensions: the
"slope" of the Phillips curve (ay in equation (4)), the
interest-rate sensitivity of output (3r in equation (5)), the
sum of the own-lag dynamics of output (=2_=1
I3yi in (5)), and
the sum of the own-lag dynamics of inflation ( 4=1a,j in
l Variousassumptionsabout the frequencyof real-time variationin equation (4)). The results are given in table 3. In the first
coefficients have been made in the literature.For example, Svensson column, T
represents, in turn in each of four panels, the

(1999) andSoderstrom(1999) assumethatcoefficientsshift everyperiod,
whereasSack (2000) essentiallyredrawscoefficientsevery fourteenyears
12This is similar to the definitionof Levin, Wieland, and Williams
(the size of his sample),and Debelle and Cagliarini(1999) drawcoefficientseverytwelve years.Furthermore,
it shouldbe notedthatthe issue of (1999) who use the termmodeluncertaintyto "referto lackof knowledge
model estimationin the presenceof potentiallyrandomcoefficientshas about which model among a given set of alternativesprovidesthe best
not been addressedin this literature.
descriptionof the economy"(p. 263).
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UNCERTAINTY
TABLE3.-OPTIMAL TAYLORRULESWITHMEAN PARAMETER

Coefficient
p-value

Rule Parameters
gy

gy

Expected
Loss

0.08
0.15
0.22

Panel A. T = ay; Phillips curve slope
2.92
0.09
1.37
2.83
0.85
1.63
0.04
2.71
1.92

13.55
11.23
11.10

0.02
0.09
0.15
0.35

Panel B. It = P,; Interestrate sensitivity
4.66
0.05
1.85
2.83
1.00
1.63
1.40
2.35
0.05
0.97
0.00
1.83

16.08
11.23
10.17
9.49

0.85
0.90
0.95

Panel C. t = E2=, Pyi; Outputdynamics
2.97
1.29
0.05
1.63
0.90
2.82
2.00
2.68
0.09

10.34
11.18
12.55

Panel D. T =
0.85
0.90
0.95
1.00

0.00
0.05
0.53
0.49

=i os,i; Inflationdynamics
1.37
1.30
1.67
1.37
2.12
1.49
2.83
1.63

year estimationperiod that ended after the mid-1980s, ,P
was close to the full-sample estimate. This evidence is
supportedby recentempiricalestimatesof variantsof the IS
curve(5) by otherauthors.For example,Clark,Laxton,and
Rose (1995, 1996) and McCallumand Nelson (1999) both
estimate

3r

to be equal to 0.16 (with fairly tight standard

errors),althoughSmets (1999) estimatesPr to be equal to
0.06. Althoughcentralbankersand manyeconomistsoften
appearto believe that interest-rateelasticities are higher
thanthe datamightsuggest(say for businessinvestment),a
Pr as high as 0.35 seems implausiblyhigh. Thus, model
structureuncertaintyregardingthe interest-ratesensitivity
of outputaloneis likely not enoughto reconcilethe optimal
and historicalpolicies.
The other importantcoefficients in the model concern
dynamics.PanelC examinesvaryingthe sumof the own-lag
over the values 0.85,
parametersfor output,Tj=, P,yj,
0.90, and 0.95. The least-squaresestimate of this sum is
close to 0.90, with lower (higher)values of this sum representing alternativeless (more) persistentprocesses. This
rangeaboutcovers the sequentialpointestimatesof the lag
sumin equation(7)-shown in figure2. As for ay, variation
in outputdynamicsdoes not help reconcilethe optimaland
historicalTaylorrule coefficients.Althoughreducedpersistence in the outputprocessis able to lower the optimalgy,
the optimalg, is pushedin the oppositedirection.
Panel D examines variationin the sum of the own-lag
coefficients for inflation. The sum of these coefficients,

6.60
7.38
8.78
11.23

quantitybeing varied. The p-values for the standardFstatisticrestrictingT to equalthese values are given in the
secondcolumn;however,given the likely misspecifications
notedabove,thesep-values shouldbe takenonly as a rough
startingpointfor assessingthe likelihoodof variousmodels.
In each panel,although t variesby row,the non-T parameters are held at theiroriginalleast-squaresvalues.
PanelA presentsthe optimalTaylorrule resultswith ay T = j4t, a,j, ranges over the values 0.85, 0.90, 0.95, and
(-=r), the Phillipscurveslope coefficient,set equalto 0.08,
FIGURE2.-SEQUENTIAL PARAMETERSUM ESTIMATESFROMROLLING
0.15, and0.22. Thesevaluescovera two-standard-deviation
SAMPLES
FIFEEN-YEAR
rangearoundthe least-squaresestimateof ay and a considPanel A. Estimates of EX2 Iyi (OutputLag Sum)
erablerangeof economic behavior.However,thereis survariation
in
the
rule
over
little
1.05
parameters
prisingly
optimal
thisrange,and,even moreserious,the variationin aoyaffects
1.00the optimalg, andgy in oppositedirections.Thus,variation
or uncertaintyaboutthe slope of the Phillips curve appar- 0.95ently will not help matchthe historicalestimates.
0.90
Differentresultsareobtainedin panelB with uncertainty
0.85about the interest-ratesensitivityof output(so Tr- Pr).
Over a range of plus-or-minustwo standarddeviations 0.80
I
i i I
I
I I Ii
I i
I i
aroundthe least-squaresestimateof P, none of the optimal
1976
1980
1984
1988
1992
1996
rules come close to matching the historical Taylor rule
coefficients.However,in contrastto the resultsin panelA,
Panel B. Estimates of 4i 1ol (InflationLag Sum)
the optimal g, and gy parametersdo vary in the same
direction.As the interest-ratesensitivity (Pr) increases,a
more cautious Taylor rule is optimal. Still, even with Pr

=

0.15, the optimal g, and gy are significantlyabove the
historicalestimates.Indeed,it wouldrequirea Pr at least as
high as 0.35-as shownin the last line of panelB-to push
the optimal g, and gy into the range of the historical
estimates. Such a high 3P,is not very plausible. The p-values
in column 2 suggest that a ,r greaterthan 0.2 is quite
unlikely.Similarly,the ,rcoefficientestimatesfromrolling
subsamplesin panelA of figure 1 show that,in any fifteen-

Each parameterestimate is obtainedfrom a fifteen-yearregression subsamplethat ends in the quarter
in which the parameterestimate is plotted.
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1.0. In the least-squaresestimatesin equation(6) and (7),
this sum was constrainedto equal 1.0, in partbecause the
unconstrainedpoint estimate is 0.97 and there may be
downwardbias to the least-squaresestimate (Rudebusch,
1992, 1993). Furthermore,a unitarysum is clearly consistent with the NaturalRate Hypothesisand a long-runvertical Phillipscurve.However,if agentsare forward-looking
in setting prices, then the sum of the lagged terms in an
estimatedPhillips curve with no long-runtradeoffmay be
less than 1 (Sargent, 1971). Smets (1999), for example,
estimatesa close variantof equation(4) andobtainsa point
estimateof the inflationlag sum of 0.84. Otherempirical
estimatesare consistentwith a forward-lookingelementto
the inflation process (Fuhrer, 1997; Clark et al., 1995,
1996). If this is the case andagentsthinkthereis a constant
inflationtarget,then the appropriatebackward-looking
representationof inflationdoes not containa unit root. Historically, of course, over the estimation sample, it seems
unlikely that agents in the U.S. had a constant inflation
targetin mind, so a slow reversionto a changingmean (or
target)is more likely (as in Kozicki and Tinsley (1998)).
Equation(6) may capturethis persistenceas a unit-root
process. But looking forward, policymakersin the late
1980s and the 1990s may have believed that they had
crediblyconveyedtheircommitmentto a constantinflation
targetto the populace.(Indeed,as shownin the lowerpanel
of figure 2, the estimated sum of inflation lags for the
fifteen-yearsubsamplefrom 1982 to 1996 is only about
0.75.) In this case, a less persistentprocessthanequation(6)
would be appropriatefor calculatingoptimalpolicy.13
In any case, loweringthe sum of the inflationlags, even
by a little, does reducethe optimalTaylorrule coefficients
and particularlythe g, parameter.Indeed, the results are
quitedramatic,as loweringthe sum from 1.0 to 0.9 reduces
the g, parameterfrom 2.83 to 1.67 and the gy parameter
from 1.63 to 1.37.The intuitionfor this resultis clear:Given
some, even small,tendencyfor inflationto revertto a target,
policymakersdo not have to reactas stronglyto deviations
from inflationor, given the less persistentPhillips curve
implications,to outputgaps. Still, modifyingthe dynamics
of inflationalone does not appearto give a small enough
output response parameterto match the historicalTaylor
rule.
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As noted in
gap seems to loom large for policymakers.14
subsectionIIIB, merely lagging the rule argumentsto capturereal-timedatauncertaintywas not successful.Furthermore, the lagged Taylor rule is likely no better an approximation to the real-time information set than the
contemporaneous
Taylorrule. The real-timedatahave two
features.
First,in real time, the policymakerdoes
important
have a large amount of informationabout the currentquarterstateof the economyby the way of monthly,or even
weekly,statisticson production,employment,spending,and
prices.Second,the laggeddatacannotbe treatedas flawless,
for they are subjectto extensiverevisionseven afterseveral
quarters(or years).Thus, it is unlikelythat simply lagging
the variablesin the policy rule-but still using the final
revised data availablemany years afterthe fact-will capturethe real-timepolicy calculation.
Instead,it seems more appropriateto model data uncertaintydirectly.Namely,given the truemodel(6) and(7), the
policymakermay use a real-timeTaylorrule of the form
it = k + g,,Ttlt + gyYtlt,

(11)

in whichthe argumentsof the ruleareexplicitlythe inflation
and outputgaps in time t that are estimatedby the policymaker as of time t.15 These noisy data argumentsare
assumedto be relatedto the trueseriesthataregeneratedby
the model (6) and (7) as
"tlt = it +

n,

(12)

Ytlt= Yt + n,

(13)

and

where nt and ny are the contemporaneousmeasurement
errorsthat plague the policymakerin real time, with standard errors Un, and n,,y,respectively, and uncorrelated with

Wtand Yt. The errorn, containsdata revisions stemming
fromthe use of initialandearlyestimatesof recentquarterly
inflation rates (that is, 7rt_llt, Trt-21t, and rrt-_31) in the
four-quarter
average,as well as the "forecast"or estimation
errorinvolvedwith 7rtlt.The errorny is basedon estimation
errorsin assessing contemporaneousactual and potential
output,Qtlt,and Qt.
The appropriatesizes of

on,

and C,ny (the standard devi-

ations of the measurementerrors) can be obtained by
VI. OptimalPolicy with Data Uncertainty
comparinghistoricalestimatesof the inflationrate and the
The Taylorrule sets the interestrate in quartert on the outputgap to the finalestimatesas they standtoday.Figure
basis of outputandinflationin quartert; however,as noted 3, for example,plots the time series of actualestimatesof
in the introduction,real-timeuncertaintyabout the output stltas they were made in real time by the FederalReserve
14Fora criticism of VAR reaction functions along these lines, see
Rudebusch(1998).
15See DieboldandRudebusch(1991a, 1991b),Rudebusch(1998), Judd
13Also, note thatpolicymakersarenot tryingto exploitthe Philipscurve
throughchanges in inflationbut are committedto a constantinflation and Rudebusch(1998), Clarida,Gali, and Gertler(2000), Orphanides
target.
(1998), andWieland(1998) for discussionsof real-timeinformationsets.
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Board staff as well as the current estimate ',.16 The asso-
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error, r1,,, equal to 0.34. Similarly, figure 4 plots the

ciated time series of measurementerrorshas a standard availablesampleof outputgap real-timeestimates,Y,t, and
16These real-time estimates are Federal Reserve staff Greenbook forecasts that were presented at mid-quarter FOMC meetings (typically in
February, May, August, and November). These data are released publicly
with a five-year lag, so the sample ends in 1993. For figure 3 only, inflation

rates were constructed with the output price deflator rather than the
chain-price index, but this difference is negligible.
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ANDFINAL
TABLE
4.-CORRELATIONS
BETWEEN
REVISIONS
ANDREAL-TIME
DATA
Revision

Final Data

TABLE
5.--PTIMAL TAYLOR
RULESWITH
DATAUNCERTAINTY
Data Noise

nt

Rule Parameters
Expected

Real-Time Data
On7r

ny

Yt
0.40
(0.05)
[0.09]

Ytlt
0.74
(0.00)
[0.00]

Tt
0.27
(0.02)
[0.09]

0.41
(0.00)
[0.01]

ttIt

OLS p-values for the significance of the correlationcoefficients are given in parentheses,whereas the
p-values in bracketsuse a GMM autocorrelationcorrection.

final estimates, yt.17 Not surprisingly, the output gap measurement errors have a relatively larger standarderror, Cry,
of 0.94.18
With such data uncertainty, the question remains as to
whether the optimal g, and gy chosen for a system consisting of the model (6) and (7), the reaction function (2), and
the measurement equation (12) and (13) can match the
historical estimates of the Taylor rule. This would seem
unlikely at first glance, for a general guideline that economic analysis gives to policymakers is the principle of
certainty equivalence, which states that optimal policy requires the same response when there is only partial information about the state of the economy as when there is full
information (Svensson and Woodford, 2000). However,
there are two exceptions to the principle of certainty equivalence that operate here. First, as shown by Smets (1999)
and Peersman and Smets (1999), the coefficients of simple
policy rules that respond to only a subset of the state
variables do change with partial information. In particular,
the use of the Taylor rule above rather that the unrestricted
fully optimal rule eliminates certainty equivalence. Second,
in the usual certainty-equivalence case, the policymaker
reacts in the same given fashion to an efficient estimate of
the unknown output gap. The real-time estimates written
above contain a element of inefficient noise relative to the
final estimates, and, in this case, certainty equivalence will
also fail (Swanson, 2000). Thus, an important empirical
issue to be decided is whether the revisions n, and ny are
correlated with the final estimates or with the real-time
estimates. The first type of correlation implies that the initial
estimate is an efficient forecast (revisions are "news"),
whereas the second type implies that they are just noisy final
estimates (revisions are "noise"). (See Mankiw and Shapiro
(1986) and Rudebusch (1998).) As shown in table 4, the
correlations in the data favor a substantial noise element,
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0.0
0.0
0.3
0.3

Ony

g t

gy

Panel A. Period-by-periodi.i.d. data uncertainty
0.0
2.83
1.63
1.0
2.50
1.02
0.0
2.63
1.54
1.0
2.39
1.00

Loss

11.23
12.92
11.91
13.44

Panel B. Time series data uncertainty;
nY- AR(1) and/or n' - MA(3)
0.0
0.39
0.39

1.27
0.0
1.27

2.59
2.64
2.47

1.16
1.55
1.13

12.66
11.87
13.15

and the revision process is modeled as equation (12) and
(13) with i.i.d. revisions added to the final data.
Panel A in table 5 gives the coefficients for the optimal
Taylor rules under various assumptions about the degree of
data uncertainty.Assuming n7 ~ N(O, oa") and ny - N(O,
a2y), four (uny, Cnr) pairs are considered. For the case with
no uncertainty (the (0, 0) pair), the optimal Taylor rule
coefficients match those in table 1. Increasing the amount of
data uncertainty reduces the optimal Taylor rule coefficients
in an intuitive fashion. Namely, greater output-gap (inflation) uncertainty especially reduces the output (inflation)
response coefficient. However, a major shortcoming of the
results in panel A is that they assume i.i.d. measurement
errors quarter by quarter. For example, in quarter t, the
contemporaneous estimate of the output gap may be a
percentage point too high (Ytlt - Yt = 1), whereas, in the
next quarter,the gap may be contemporaneously estimated
to be a half of a percentage point too low (Ytlt - Yt
-0.5). This quarter-by-quartervolatility in the measurement errors is unlikely; instead, the data-measurement errors appear to be quite persistent over time.19As shown in
figure 4, this persistence is particularly evident for the
output gap. This is not surprising, because the main source
of uncertainty about the output gap is determining the trend
growth of potential output, and errors in setting this trend
will affect the level of the gap in adjacent quarters.20
Another example of persistently noisy real-time output-gap
estimates is provided by real-time and final revised capacity
utilization data. Figure 5 shows a long sample of the Federal

9Note that these data-measurement errors are not one-step-ahead forecast errors. In particular, the measurement errors are not being judged
relative to the contemporaneous, quarter-t information set but to the
end-of-sample information set. Thus, their serial correlation is not a
violation of rationality. However, to the extent that such measurement
errors are the basis for monetary policy shocks in a VAR context (as
hypothesized by Rudebusch, 1998), then the monetary VAR approach,
which assumes serially uncorrelated shocks, will be incorrect. In the same
vein, much of the lagged dynamics in the historical dynamic Taylor rule
17The
estimates may reflect serially correlated data-measurement errors rather
Y,|t data, again shown with the five-year release lag, were supplied
than sluggish Fed responses.
by Athanasios Orphanides, and Yt is defined as above.
18The
20Equivalently, errors tend to persist through time about the level of the
sample of real-time data that is available is fairly short; however,
the size of the output gap measurement errors are broadly consistent with
unemployment gap. For example, in the mid-1990s, there was only a
those from more mechanicalestimates.For example,using the Kalman gradual change in the consensus estimate of the natural rate from roughly
filterto roll througha sampleof finalreviseddata,Smets(1999) estimates 6.5% to 5.5%, so the measurement error in contemporaneous unemployment gap estimates persisted for several years.
a ,nyof about 1.1.
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The measurement error between the real-time and final
Reserve Board's contemporaneous estimates of manufacturof four-quarterinflation, irtlt and t,, is naturally
and
final
revised
estimates
the
series,
ing capacity utilization, CU,It,
for
this
as
the
measurement
errors
modeled
a third-ordermoving average (MA(3)) process,
of
CUt (as
1998).21Again,
which is estimated as
alternative measure of the output gap are quite persistent.
This persistence can be modeled with a time-series pron = e7 + 0.63 e?_i + 0.26?_2 + 0.18 e,3,
cess. For example, the estimated first-order autoregression
(0.12)
(0.14)
(0.13)
(AR(1)),
(15)
= 0.320.
or,
=
ny = 0.75 nY_,+ eY,
0.838,
oey
(14)
(0.16)
The results from using just this MA(3) model for inflationmeasurement errors (with an implied Std[nl], or rn,,, equal
gives a good fit to the historical errors in the output gap to
0.39) are shown in the second line of panel B in table 5.
series in figure 4.22 (Although the output gap sample is quite
The results are similar to those in panel A.
short, an AR(1) model estimated with the capacity utilizaFinally, the last line in the table includes both the AR(1)
tion measurement error series from figure 5 has a very
and the MA(3) time-series representations. Comparing the
similar estimated coefficient of 0.71.) This is a fairly perline (with no uncertainty) and the final line (the most
sistent process. The results from using the AR(1) process top
form of real-time measurement error), it appears
plausible
(14) to generate output gap measurement errors and assum- that data
alone is not able to completely reconuncertainty
ing no inflation measurement errors (so o,, = 0.0) are cile
and historical Taylor rule estimates. Accounting
optimal
shown in the first line of panel B of table 5. Given equation
for data uncertainty is able to reduce the optimal Taylor rule
(14), the unconditional volatility of the output measurement
parameters
substantially, but plausible amounts of such
error (that is, Std[ny] or ,ny)is equal to 1.27. Accordingly,
leave the response coefficients-especially
uncertainty
the AR(1) results are consistent with the results in the
their historical estimates.
g---above
second line in panel A.23
VII. Model Perturbation and Data Uncertainty

21These data were kindly provided by Evan Koenig (1996). In this
figure, the quarterly series CU,t, is defined as the average of the initial
release of the second month and the first revision of the first month of each
quarter.These data were available in the third month of the same quarter.
22For this regression and the following, Q-statistics suggested no residual serial correlation, and a t test suggested that a constant was insignificant.

Although no single exercise above appears plausibly able
to reconcile an optimal Taylor rule with the cautious histor-

through the dynamics of the model. (In contrast, a high-frequency measurement error may simply wash out.) Second, a persistent measurement
23Persistencein outputgap errorshas two effects. First,a policymaker error implies a much smaller variance for the change in the real-time
is likely to lower gy becauseof the fear thatthe errormay be magnified output gap estimate; hence interest rates will be smoother.
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that the actual rule may be forward-lookingand
dynamic (for example, Claridaet al. (2000)). A forwardExpected
Expected
looking rule, however, can be rewrittenin terms of a
Loss
gir
gy
projectionon lagged statevariables,and the analysisabove
Panel A. 41 a,i = 0.9; nY - AR(1); nT - MA(3)
(and Rudebuschand Svensson (1999)) suggests that the
8.35
0.90
1.55
Taylorrule does quite well in this regard.(Simple TaylorPanel B. P, = 0.25; nY - AR(I); nt - MA(3)
type rulesappearto performwell in a varietyof models,too
11.94
0.83
1.80
(Levin,Wieland,and Williams, 1999).) The apparentslugPanel C. rP, = 0.15; Si41 t,ri = 0.95;
gish dynamics or inertia of Fed responses could reflect
(
n' - MA(3)
ny AR(1);
central-bankpreferencesfor smoothratesor be an optimal
9.44
0.88
1.66
responseto the structureof the economy.(See Sack (1998)
and Woodford(1999).) However,these explanationssugical one, combiningthe varioustypes would appearto be a gest thepresenceof predictablemovementsin the fundsrate
horizons that may contradictthe
at multi-quarter-ahead
promisingalternative.Perhapsthe most obvious combinain
markets
financial
(Rudebusch,1998, 2000b).
tion is data uncertainty,which delivered a low output- evidence
rate may just be a proxy
the
interest
Alternatively,
lagged
inflation
with
less
dypersistent
responseparameter,along
of the measurementnamics,whichdelivereda low inflation-response
parameter; for seriallycorrelatedshocks (perhaps
or
correlatedmoveas
noted
error
above)
=
serially
variety
and
0.90.
cX
and
24
n,
nY
that is,
MA(3)
AR(1)
in
r*.
the
historical
ments
monetary
Certainly,
policy rule
delivers
a
A
of
table
in
shown
This combination,
6,
panel
further
examination.
deserves
=
the
=
within
well
which
are
1.55 and gy 0.90,
range
g,
A relatedissue concernsthe weight appliedto interestof historicalestimatesof the policy rule. Finally,then, this
rate
smoothing in the Fed objective function. As noted
actual
Fed
that
matches
policy.
providesan optimalrule
above,
given a policy environment,it is possibleto reversean
In
cases.
Table 6 also provides two other
panel B,
the preferencesof the policymaker.(See Favero
engineer
=
that
one
elevated interest-rate sensitivity (Pr
0.25)-and
and
Rovelli
(1999).)Accordingto the aboveanalysis,it may
is
is still probablyoutside the bounds of what likely-is
Fed
the
acts timidlybecauseinterest-ratesmoothing
be
that
examinedwith datauncertainty.This combinationalso prodirect considerationin the Fed's loss
is
a
important
very
=
1.80
vides a fairlycautiousoptimalTaylorrule, with g
If
this
is
then motivatingand understanding
function.
so,
and gy = 0.83. Finally, in panel C, data uncertaintyis
should
be a priority.
such
preferences
combined with a slightly elevated interest-ratesensitivity
above has certainadvantages
model
used
The
structural
(Pr = 0.15) and a slowly mean-reverting inflation process
for research(see Onatski
vehicle
has
a
and
popular
proved
= 0.95). This combination also provides an
(24= OLCtj
Smets
and
and
Stock
but, of course, it is
(1999)),
(2000)
optimalTaylorrule well within the historicalrange.
A
model
different
a
might produce
point.
only starting
in
as
noted
section
different
V, the likely
results,
although,
VII. Conclusion
model
two
directions
for
perturbationsare alterimportant
This paper can be summarizedwith three statements. ing the sensitivityof outputto interestrates and the inflaFirst,datauncertainty-particularlyaboutthe outputgaption dynamics.Such perturbationscould be obtainedin a
mattersfor policymakers.Second, the specificationof the forward-lookingmodel (Woodford,1999), or in a VAR, or
model structureand coefficients-particularly about the with additionalstructuraldetail such as an exchange-rate
interest-ratesensitivityof outputand the inflationdynam- channel(DebelleandCagliarini,1999).The explanationfor
ics-also matters. Finally, parameteruncertainty-even the Fed's behaviorpursuedin this paperis thatuncertainty
about the value of the equilibriumreal rate-does not is the source of timidity.As a general statement,this is
matter.The firsttwo of these statementslikely accordwith unsurprising;however,it shouldbe noted that,in the analthe views of policymakers(see the introduction),while the ysis above, the typicalconventionalwisdom does not hold
thirddoes not. Each of these resultsis importantand needs true. In particular,simple Brainard-stylemultiplicativepato be examinedin furtherwork.
rameteruncertaintyis not an importantsource of cautious
As a guide to furtherwork, it is useful to recognizefive behavior.As noted above, this result accordswith several
distinct elements in the above analysis: a historical Fed otherstudiesthathaveused smallstructuralmodels(suchas
reaction function, a Fed objective function, a structural Estrellaand Mishkin(1999)).24Still, the mannerin which
model of the economy,data uncertainty,and parameteror parameteror model uncertaintyunfolds throughtime demodel uncertainty.These five elementsencompassa broad
range of topics worthy of futureinvestigation,and I con24In contrast, studies that employ unrestricted VARs and unrestricted
sider each in turn.
policy rules suggest that parameter uncertainty has a larger effect on the
optimal rule coefficients (Sack, 2000). As noted above, this result likely
There is of course a long history of research on the reflects
the interaction of the small-sample estimates of the many econoreactionfunction.(See Rudebusch(1998).) The Taylorrule metrically superfluous variables
included in the VAR with a manyis a workableapproximation,but recentresearchhas sug- parameter optimal unrestricted rule.
MODEL
ANDDATAUNCERTAINTY
RULESWITH
TABLE
6.-OPTIMALTAYLOR
gested
Rule Parameters
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serves furtheranalysis. In particular,as noted above, there is
an important remaining issue as to whether the parameters
are best viewed as changing every period or as fixed for
some period of time between changes.
Finally, modeling the real-time data set of policymakers
was a decisive factor in determining the optimal reaction
coefficients. Smets (1999) and Orphanides (1998) provide
similar analyses by examining data uncertainty in the context of a Taylor rule and (slight variants) of the RudebuschSvensson (1999) model.25 Smets also finds policyparameter attenuation for the Taylor rule with a different
form of data revision (an efficient or "news" form), whereas
Orphanidesdoes not consider optimal rules. In related work,
Rudebusch (2000a) provides a broader investigation of the
optimal rule by comparing the Taylor rule against various
nominal income rules; however, the nominal income rules
are dominated by the Taylor rule even with substantial
output-gap uncertainty. Also, Drew and Hunt (1999) and
Lansing (2000) examine the evolution of real-time output
gap information. Still, much more research is necessary in
this area.
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